Currently creating economics of sustainable development is an alternative concept in relation to neoclassical economics. The aim of economics of sustainable development is sustainable management, which means to guarantee high economic, ecological and socio-cultural standards for present and future generations within the limits of environment’s natural resistance. The accomplishment of sustainable development concept requires the activeness of all socio-economic subjects, particularly the ones which should play a key role - enterprises. Although, more companies pay attention to social results of their activities, so the ones which really act in accordance with the principles of sustainable development, still constitute a minority on the market. The assumption of economics of sustainable development, in practice - enterprise management come to so called three strategic paths i.e. effectiveness, cohesion and sufficiency. It also leads to fulfill sustainability criteria, which can be divided into three main groups i.e. ecological, economic and socio-cultural ones. Accomplishment of sustainable development assumptions constitutes an opportunity to build a durable competitive advantage in enterprises.

The purpose of this article is to characterize the assumptions of economics of sustainable development in relation to enterprise management and to point out a possi-
bility to build a competitive advantage by enterprises acting in accordance with sustainable development principles.
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INTRODUCTION

Present civilization deals with many serious socio-economic problems. The most important one is natural environment pollution, which constitutes a natural basis of life and all human being’s activity. Such problems like: climate change, ozone layer shrinking, ecosystems degradation, biodiversity endangerment and environment poisoning, and connected with it, a negative impact on man’s health, endangerment of renewable resources\(^1\), a change of consumption models from resource-saving into the ones focused on spiritual values, and from long-period into wasteful and concentrated on material values, and short-term, an increasing risk of control of most world markets by international corporations, lead to deterioration of the quality of life\(^2\). In the second half of XX century it became obvious that, a continuation of current, narrowly understood economic development, will not provide a stable improvement of economic, ecological and social conditions, for both present and future generations\(^3\).

An alternative concept of development is sustainable development. On “Earth Summit” in Rio de Janeiro, the idea of sustainable development assumed to be a new global aim\(^4\). The accomplishment of sustainable development requires a change of approach towards management process and that is why, many economists postulate to replace the assumptions of neoclassical economics with economics of sustainable development. Neoclassical economics treats natural resources as one of production factor and its aim is their optimal usage. The aim of economics of sustainable development is so called sustainable management, which means to guarantee high economic, ecologi-

\(^1\) E.g. intensive fishing leading to species extinction.


The accomplishment of sustainable development concept requires the activity of all socio-economic subjects, but one should emphasize that, an enterprise should play a key role in this field. Although, more companies pay attention to social results of their activity, so the ones which really act in accordance with the principles of sustainable development, for which they are not only a marketing slogan, still constitute a minority on the market. However, a practice shows, that acting in accordance with sustainable development principles constitutes an opportunity to build a durable competitive advantage for local, regional as well as domestic and international companies.

The purpose of this article is to characterize the assumptions of economics of sustainable development in relation to enterprise management and to point out a possibility to build a competitive advantage by enterprises, acting in accordance with sustainable development principles.

1. ASSUMPTIONS OF ECONOMICS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

The economics of sustainable development is a new science discipline, which is just shaping as a separate research direction in the field of economic sciences. Its fundamentals were shaped on the basis of environmental economics and ecological economics, and connected with it research on sustainable development. In Poland, theoretical and implementary aspects of sustainable development concept were propagated by many economists. One of the most known foreign propagator of sustainable development concept is a German economist Holger Rogall.

The economics of sustainable development precises a definition of sustainable development accepted during “Earth Summit” in 1992, putting an emphasis on the fact that, “sustainable development leads to provide all currently living people and future generations high enough ecological, economic...
and socio-cultural standards in the limits of the Earth’s natural resistance, applying a principle of inter-generational and intra-generational justice.

Basic assumptions of the economics of sustainable development are as follows:

− present model of development, which assumes a lack of absolute environmental borders of development is rejected, and instead of its place, the existence of absolute natural borders is assumed; a new approach is necessary, which will expose durability management, based on long-term natural resources’ conservation;

− current paradigm of growth has to be replaced by sustainable development paradigm (so called selective growth), because a rapid growth, together with a parallel fulfillment of the possibility of natural resources usage through thousands years, is impossible;

− the economics of sustainable development is based on ethical principles and emphasizes a necessity to take personal activities for sustainable development. Basic values are responsibility and inter, and intra-generational justice;

− in the analysis of economic process one should accept interdisciplinary approach including socio-ecological correlations. A crucial role plays here mutual use of research results and close cooperation of economics with political, legal and nature studies, also engineering ones;

− there is a necessity for framework changes of management, using political and legal instruments, in a way, which will improve perspectives for long-term remain of resources, for consumers and producers;

− differently than in traditional economics, the quality of life and material goods should not be identified with each other, and counted as a gross domestic product per capita;

− representatives of the economics of sustainable development reject Orthodox free market economy, as well as the economies centrally concentrated on the system of market economy having socio-ecological framework order – to decrease results evoked by market mechanisms failure, there is a need for an active intervention from state policy.

The economics of sustainable development clearly goes beyond ecological objectives, including economic and socio-cultural dimension of future society. The economics of sustainable development does not ignore natural Earth’s

---

8 H. Rogall, *Ekonomia…*, op. cit., p. 44.

resistance and this is what distinguishes it from most taken activities after “Earth Summit”\textsuperscript{10}.

\section*{2. ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ASSUMPTIONS OF ECONOMICS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT}

As mentioned, the accomplishment of sustainable development requires engagement from all socio-economic subjects, the ones, which should play a key role in this area should be enterprises\textsuperscript{11}.

In practice of enterprise management, the accomplishment of economics of sustainable development assumptions lead to the application of many different means and instruments, which can be subscribed to three long-term strategic paths, characterized by H. Rogall in the following way\textsuperscript{12}:

1. Effectiveness strategy – its aim is a tenfold increase of resources efficiency; it means that, already existing products are changed in a way to make the use of resources more efficient, including the reduction of pollution emissions;
2. Cohesion strategy – it is designing new products, which satisfy the requirements of sustainable development;
3. Sufficiency strategy – assumes voluntary deciding on a gradual change of people’s own life in a socially responsible way i.e. its development, according to inter-generational and intra-generational principle of justice. The most important aim of this strategy is to reduce consumption of natural resources because the limits of tolerance have already been used up.

Effectiveness strategy is relatively the easiest for an enterprises. It can concern not only product but also all processes taking place in an enterprise. Dynamically developing markets of pro-ecological production solutions and the popularity of quality and environment management systems (e.g. ISO 14 000, EMAS), enable managers to increase effectiveness of resources’ usage, with a reduction in emissions. In a longer time period, the application


of this strategy means lower costs, because pro-ecological solutions are resource-saving.\textsuperscript{13}

Cohesion strategy is more difficult, it means higher risk and higher costs than in effectiveness strategy, it requires innovative solutions, designing and launching on market new products and applying in an enterprise innovative, pro-ecological products and processes. If one assumes that, an enterprise has environmental management system, cohesion strategy is a natural consequence of effectiveness strategy. It results from the fact that, a requirement for continuous improvement sooner or later, will lead to a conclusion that, applying only effectiveness strategy is not enough to make an enterprise function in accordance with sustainable development principles.

Sufficiency strategy is the most difficult and the least popular one. In relation to an enterprise it stands for verification of its activity, from the view of widely understood social responsibility. For many enterprises, it can even mean a total change of activity profile. It also combines with building ecological awareness and social sensibility, of both an enterprise’s employees and subjects of its surrounding, particular consumers and cooperators.

To the assessment of sustainability of products and processes in an enterprise, representatives of economics of sustainable development suggest a set of sustainable development criteria (cf. table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GROUP OF CRITERIA</th>
<th>CRITERION</th>
<th>CHARACTERISTICS OF CRITERION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecological</td>
<td>Harmlessness for climate</td>
<td>Energy usage sources from fossil fuels (goal: resigning from using)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harmlessness for natural landscape</td>
<td>Urbanization of natural areas (goal: resigning from additional urbanization of natural areas)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harmlessness for nature</td>
<td>Influence on biodiversity (goal: biodiversity protection)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usage of non-renewable resources</td>
<td>Exploitation of non-renewable resources (goal: limitation of secondary materials or constantly available ones)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usage of renewable resources</td>
<td>Exploitation of renewable resources (goal: the usage of only renewable resources, which can be managed in a pro-ecological way)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Health hazards</td>
<td>Using toxic materials and emissions of harmful substances (goal: stop-page of usage and emission)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Group of Criteria | Criterion | Characteristics of Criterion
--- | --- | ---
Economic | Economic effects | Significance for national economy through created values and employment level (goals: high employment level with a satisfactory compensation, keeping acceptable quality of work standards)
 | Satisfying needs, proper prices | Reliability, durability, proper prices (goals: reliability, timeless design, multi-functionality, honest purchase price, providing satisfactory profit and compensation for work, price availability for most society and low exploitation costs)
 | Inflation effects, influence on capital concentration | Inflation effects (goals: price stability, decrease of prices and the level of capital concentration, effective competition)
 | Dependency from resource supply | Transport intensity (goals: as many resources and products should come from one’s own region as seems to be rational from ecological point of view, and be responsible from economic reasons)
 | Technical effectiveness, competition for access | Energy and resources productivity, and exploitation in relations to purchase price (goal: an increase to maximum physical possibilities)
Socio-cultural | Democracy, social acceptability | Goals: delivering production and supply only to countries and enterprises, where the rules of democracy and law principles are obeyed (multiparty system, free elections, human rights, freedom of creating trade unions)
 | Poverty liquidation, durable confidence of supply | Contribution to reliable supply, easy usage and proper price (goals: goods should not contain any natural resources, which cannot be used in a sustainable way and they have to be as environmentally-friendly as possible)
 | Integration in existing structures | Goals: an increase of chances’ equality, integration in existing structures, low costs
 | Avoiding conflicts | Goals: products and techniques should contribute to avoiding global conflicts and shaping international justice, e.g. through limitation of deficit goods usage, the respect for competition principles
 | Care of safety, quality of life, health | Threats, cost of the most dangerous accidents (goals: risk minimising, discontinuation of goods production, which causes unacceptable risk while using them or disposal of wastes)


The above presented assumptions of sustainable enterprise management, can rarely be implemented immediately. Most often these changes have evolutionary character, what by economics of sustainable development is considered to be a positive aspect, because it provides essential time for adjustment to new requirements.\(^\text{14}\)

3. SUSTAINABLE ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT VERSUS COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

Modern enterprises act in a very turbulent surrounding, the ability of adjustment to dynamic changes is a key to survive and develop. That is why, enterprises pay huge attention to the analysis of long-term, socio-economic trends.

Undoubtedly, one of such trends, is adjustment of economy and society to requirements of sustainable development. Take for instance – Strategy Europe 2020 for one of key priorities it takes sustainable development, which assumes support of effective, environmentally-friendly and competitive economy15.

The second trend, which seems to be crucial from competitiveness view, is an increasing customer’s influence, which will decide about long-term development programs of enterprises. In subject literature, there is a term: customer’s economy, which means that, currently present consumers are better informed and more often want to adjust to proposed products, and conducted forms of activity of a certain enterprise – they expect that, an enterprise exists to solve their problems16. One of basic problems of modern society is degradation and environment pollution, and connected with it health and social threats. Rising social consumer’s awareness, causes an increase in demand for sustainable products, but it has to be emphasized that, aware consumers not only rate a product, but also producer’s activities17.

As a practice shows – providing consumers with products, which are in accordance with sustainable development assumptions, constitutes a chance to distinct offer and build a long-term competitive advantage18. However, it should be emphasized that, an enterprise’s success, which acts in accordance with sustainable development assumptions, depends on many factors. The key ones include:

social engagement of owners and managers – a real belief that, economic, ecological and social goals can and should be treated equally important, and willingness to run business in a sustainable way;

social engagement of other employees – awareness that, somebody’s own work helps to solve social problems, rises employee’s effectiveness and creativity, employees constitute one of the most important customer group of sustainable enterprise;

full transparency and ethics of run business – enables reliable communication with customers about the values connected with sustainable development and protection of a very sensitive company’s image, company which is socially responsible; sustainable enterprises are vulnerable to attacks concerning their honesty and social engagement;

the subject of business, which is not contrary to sustainable development concept – e.g. enterprises from tobacco or chemical industry, can only try to recompense negative social results of their activities, but the profile of their activity excludes complete accomplishment of economics of sustainable development assumptions;

knowledge and social responsibility level of stakeholders – allows for a long time to build and benefit from pioneer’s position on the market, and also to build durable, good relations with key surrounding’s groups, an enterprise can also actively – through proper communication – influence on stakeholders’ attitude.

A spectacular example of an enterprise fulfilling the above mentioned conditions is Hipp GmbH & Co. Vertrieb KG (Hipp), a leading manufacturer of ecological food market for children. Hipp bases its competitive advantage on the accomplishment of sustainable development principles. Hipp is a family enterprise, which has over 100 years tradition – it started its business activity as a small family business, and currently has its branches in several countries in Europe, and output markets in the whole world. A fact of functioning and stable development for such a long time proves durability of management. A crucial event in the development of this company was sustainable development principles admission as a basis of their activities, over 50 years ago. For all enterprise’s activities, its owners from the very beginning vouch by their surname, which at the same time is a well-known brand in the whole world.

It is worth mentioning that, Hipp activity profile is predestined to the accomplishment of sustainable development principles. Hipp enterprise produces ecological food for infants and older children, what accomplishes sustainable development assumptions, such as providing durability growth of en-
environmental capital and responsibility for health and quality of life for future generations.

Ecological agriculture, which constitutes a basis for the production of all Hipp products contributes to natural landscape and biodiversity protection, improvements of quality and efficiency of soil, prevents from eco-systems pollution through artificial fertilizers, plant protection products and genetically modified organisms, allows to keep an appropriate level of ground water. Ecological agriculture has a positive influence on a long-term energetic balance – it generates energy surplus, while extensive agriculture uses more energy to produce agricultural products. Cultivating in accordance with nature, allows to solve financial problems of farmers, who are suppliers of Hipp enterprise.

Hipp owners are inspired by principles and values, favourable for the accomplishment of sustainable development. In C. Hipp point of view, the aim of an enterprise’s activities is not a short-term profit, but long-term sustainable development, which includes social company’s responsibility. C. Hipp appreciates family life in multigenerational families, as an employer he takes care of his employees’ development and enables them harmonious combination of their professional and personal life. Moreover, he emphasizes that, employees should have an opportunity of further education, in accordance with their changing interests. Employees in Hipp enterprise are also provided with very good social and health benefits.

A basis of Hipp sustainable production are criteria, which significantly exceed guidelines of ecological agriculture in European Union. They concern, among others, such aspects like: using only ecological resources, a complete exclusion of genetically modified organisms, animal breeding in accordance with species requirements. Logo placed on Hipp products fulfills all functions of an ecological label, enabling consumers to take a decision about a purchase.

Hipp bases its production mainly on regional resources. If it uses imported products, than it tries all the supplies to fulfil sustainable development and fair trade requirements, e.g. ecological bananas imported from Costa Rica are picked up on small farms, in wild forests, what prevents it from their cutting.

---

21 Ibidem., p. 44.
22 Ibidem, p. 52.
Environmental management system Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS) and according to norm series ISO 14001, was implemented in Hipp. Confirmation of sustainable development of Hipp enterprise are also prizes awarded by independent bodies. For several years, Hipp company has been a laureate of prestigious prizes, e.g. ecological manager of the year, German sustainability prize, prizes for distinguishing environmental management. In 2011 and 2012 the company was taken by its consumers, to be the most sustainable enterprise in Germany\textsuperscript{23}.

Hipp also runs a showcase ecological farm for their suppliers, to make them be able to satisfy rigorous requirements of ecological production. Also research projects are carried out in the farm, with the cooperation of universities, farmers associations and ecological processors Bioland, which allow to improve food processing, using ecological methods. Company’s employees have a possibility of voluntary service for biodiversity protection. Hipp also enables students to visit a farm\textsuperscript{24}.

Summing up, one can say that Hipp enterprise accomplishes all three strategic paths of the economics of sustainable development, and also fulfills most of criteria introduced in table 1\textsuperscript{25}, and sustainability constitutes a basis of it competitive advantage. However, one should remember that, sustainable enterprise running is a dynamic process and means a necessity of continuous improvement and adjustment to higher requirements of socially aware stakeholders.

\section*{Conclusions}

As research carried out in many enterprises show, it is possible to base a competitive advantage on the concept of sustainable development. Running enterprise in accordance with the assumptions of the economics of sustainable development provides adjustment to long-term, socio-economic trend, such as sustainable development and increasing customer’s influence.

Taking into account the above mentioned tendencies, one can forecast that, enterprises will be under more pressure from the subjects of their surroundings, to make them act in a sustainable way. Those companies, which currently, voluntarily take into account sustainable development concept will be able to benefit from pioneer’s position on the market, because adjusting to

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{23} \textit{Ibidem}, p. 7-8.
\item \textsuperscript{24} \textit{Ibidem}, p. 51.
\item \textsuperscript{25} \textit{Ibidem}, p. 1-55.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
requirements of sustainable development is a process requiring time and often investment outlays.
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